DIGITAL PRODUCTION

THE ART & DESIGN OF VFX, GAMES AND ANIMATION

COMPUTER-BASED VISUAL EFFECTS
CHARACTER & CREATURE DESIGN
DIGITAL & TRADITIONAL SCULPTING
CHARACTER & CREATURE ANIMATION
ENVIRONMENT DESIGN
LIGHTING & RENDERING
MATTE PAINTING & COMPOSITING
GAME ASSET CREATION
PRODUCTION WORKFLOWS
WORLD BUILDING

GNOMON
SCHOOL OF VFX & ANIMATION
FOR FILM & GAMES
1800+ STUDIOS IN LA ALONE

Blue Sky Studios • Cinesite • Digital Domain • Industrial Light and Magic • Buck • Sony Pictures Imageworks • Tippett Studio • Blur • Buck Design • Psyop • 2K • Games • Bad Robot • Bioware • Electronic Arts • Epic Games • Infinity Ward • Naughty Dog • Ready at Dawn Studios • Riot Games • Valve • The Third Floor • Persistence of Vision • Halon Entertainment • Blizzard • Sledgehammer Games • The Mill • Moving Picture Company • Method Studios • Psyop • Prologue • Mirada • White Moon Dreams • Gentle Giant • Aaron Sims • Walt Disney Animation • Walt Disney Interactive • Disney Imagineering • Section Studios • xRez • DC Collectibles • Ironhead Studios • Entity FX • RTT • Imaginary Forces • Honda R&D • Framestore • Rising Sun Pictures • Double Negative • Logan • DICE • Moo Studios • Legacy Effects • Zoic Studios • Saatchi & Saatchi • Reel FX • yU+co • Nickelodeon Animation • Jim Henson Studios • Technicolor • Insomniac Games • Encore VFX • Treyarch • Whiskeytree • DreamWorks • The Workshop Entertainment • Pixomondo • Marvel Studios • Shade VFX • Brainzoo Studios • Luma Pictures • Carbine Studios • Cloud Imperium Games • Double Helix Games • Obsidian Entertainment • Zindagi Games • Scanline VFX • Animal Logic • Rainmaker • Image Engine • Stargate Studios • Respawn Entertainment • The Molecule • Wildfire Studios • Carbon VFX • Eight VFX • Gradient Effects • Prana Studios • The Mission • CoSA VFX • Mammal Studios • Deluxe • Sony Computer Entertainment • Konami Digital Entertainment • Pixel Magic • Zero VFX • Filmworks/FX • Legendary Pictures • Comen VFX
CREATIVE JOBS WITHIN THE 3D PIPELINE

Storyboard Artist
Previz Artist
Concept Designer
Modeler
Digital Sculptor
Texture Artist
Look Development Artist
Rigger
Character Animator
Lighter
Effects Artist
Compositor
Digital Matte Painter
Motion Graphics Artist
Level Artist